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Bach to Boogie Set for February 2-4

Miss Edith Kading to Commence Editorship of College Paper

As in practically every student activity at the turn of the semester, there will be some changes made in the Roundup staff, beginning with the next issue.

The new editor, who will pilot the college paper through the next four and a half months, will be Miss Edith Kading. Edith served as assistant editor last semester. The Sweethearts Ball, staged by the Associated Women, is scheduled for February 10 at the Boise Junior college auditorium. This affair will be one of the major highlights of the year. Music will be furnished by Dick McNeil and his orchestra.

Songwriting & Designing a show in the Roundup that can get informational help from the help. Books, that is, and knowledge, must come from you.

**TO SPONSOR ALK’S CAKE SALE**

Boise Junior College International Club will sponsor a cake sale. Falls in the near future. Alum- nait and public donations will be appreciated. Take the pre-registration place in the Student Union can be contributed to prepara- tion for the YOuRg people of the Roundup board. Miss Edith Kading will be the general chairman, and she will be assisted by Mrs. Mabel Counsell, Mrs. Elinor Hauser, and Mrs. Grace Rodgers.

**Annual Affair To Be Held In Auditorium**

The unusual undertaking of con- ations, confusion, and voice and weight in the auditor- um can be contributed to prepara- tions for "Bach to Boogie." This fourth annual presentation of the Music Department will be held at the BJC auditorium February 2nd, 3rd, and 4th.

In 1947, the basic idea for "Bach to Boogie" was originated by stud- dent musicians, Elizone Helden. Bernice Bauer, and Gib Hohntes- tew. They believed and proved that the quality of BJC musical talent and instructors merited a show worthy of public recognition. The first show was held at the auditorium and that was such a success that it was decided to present the show at the Boise State Fair. This year "Bach to Boogie" will be pre- sented at the auditorium.

Our Board of Trustees, planned, and arranged by Walter Anderson, Mr. John Best, President, the voice and instrument- al instructors, and the faculty. It will be limited to BJC st uden- ts. Voting and selling of bids will take place in the main hall. Plans are being completed by the following committee leaders: Margaret Tucker, general chairman and publicity; Carol Affleck, deco- orations; Diane Layman, program; Queensland, bids and invitations; Anita Chambers, social arrange- ments; Ramona Gabalsa, refresh- ments; Susan Hamilton, orchestras; and Chy Vasser, crowning.

**Welcome Notice**

It is a pleasure to welcome students entering Boise Junior college for the second semester of the school year, 1948-49. We hope that you will enjoy your work here at Boise Junior college and that you will make full use of its facilities. This college exists for the sole purpose of offering educational opportuni- ties to the young people of this area and it is the desire of the faculty and administration that you seek any aid we may be able to further your educational goals. We hope that you will expe- rience fully the extra-curricu- lar activities of this institution.
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Students Regressing?

Are college students regressing as time goes by? An article was published in the Idaho Evening Statesman last week in which the president of the University of Chicago stated that college students are growing "increasingly illiterate." We believe the subject needs to be expanded.

Certain evidence around the campus of Boise Junior College leads us to believe he may be right. For instance, the school pays a large amount of money to bring the best speakers to the college, but only a handful of students appear at the programs. Assemblies of a one-skit play, or something meaningless and certainly not intellectual are given and prove to be great successes. Why then, should the other side of the picture be such a flaw? It seems that in an institution of higher education, students would take an interest in intellectual subjects and be able to comprehend topics that will greatly concern them in the future. If not, they have no business in college. Today's students are supposedly tomorrow's leaders, but how can a leader be a leader if he does not know what is going on in this confused world in which we live?

The school has offered us speakers on foreign affairs, professional lecturers from various countries, humorists, professors from leading colleges of the nation, and experts talkers on practically every subject. These same speakers are good or they couldn't hold a job as traveling lecturers. They are paid for speaking by the college, and the majority of students pass up an excellent opportunity.

It is embarrassing for a speaker to talk to an empty house. It is just as embarrassing for President Chaffee to have to explain that assemblies are not compulsory.

Dr. Chaffee has informed us he can get the best lecturers he wants to bring to campus merely for the sake of a diploma, so we can obtain good jobs after graduation. It should be realized that these lectures are for our own benefit and will help us considerably in our classes. Listening to a good speaker is much easier and more interesting than reading the same thing from a book. Naturally the speakers are good or they couldn't hold a job as traveling lecturers. If the majority of us are going to college merely for the sake of a diploma, so we can obtain good jobs after graduation, we graduate from college, and the majority of students pass up an excellent opportunity.
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New Textbooks make Lessons easy to Study

Newly Organized, but gaining popularity by leaps and bounds is the Boise Junior college campus band. The band is an organization of students who have got together chiefly because they enjoy, and feel the need of a social outlet which is not furnished by the regular college activities.

The students who make up the band have a music background of varying types, but in each case are united by a common interest in music. The band is under the direction of Mr. John Bratt, who is also the director of the union orchestra and the university choir.

The band, which is still in its infancy, is very active and is constantly growing in size and in organization. It is held together by the mutual interest of its members and the enthusiasm of its director.

The band's popularity is increasing rapidly, and it is expected that it will continue to grow in the near future. Its members are all enthusiastic and are doing their best to make the band a success.

Bach to Boogie Program Slated

In Bach to Boogie Program Slated a number of interesting and enjoyable features are planned. The program will be held in the union auditorium and will feature a variety of musical numbers, including songs and instrumental pieces.

The program will be conducted by Mr. John Bratt, who is also the director of the union orchestra and the university choir. The music will be of a high standard, and the performers will be a talented group of students.

The program will be a delightful musical experience, and it is recommended that all students who have an interest in music make plans to attend.

DELTA PSI PLEDGES RECEIVE INITIATION

Delta Psi pledges were formally initiated in a candlelight ceremony, Friday evening, January 20. Special guests were Rose Mary Hill Weaver, Parris Weede, Miss Haney, Mrs. Stevens and Mrs. Powers.

New members included Art King, Marvin Gardner, Maurice Burk, Ruth Lyman, Mary Lynn Hepper, Ted Coluzio, Melvin Francis, Dick Asten, Marjorie Kinsey, Joanne Carver, Warren Poperクリニック, and Bill Moulot.

TO TAKE PICTURES

For the students who are now in school and do not have their pictures taken, Mr. Carr will be here Friday, February 2, and appointments may be made in the main hall any time before that date. Remember that only students with picture proofs will receive an ample free charge.

FORMER STUDENT HONORS

Al Kimbrough, former student of Boise Junior college and now attending NC A, has been awarded the honor roll at that institution for the first period of academic work.

Remember Comic Chromatines—what's he rail ing the society news for the Statesman now.

Valkyrie Books

We'll be pleased to answer questions. Our books are a success. Even if you are not a student, you'll have money left for a color. It's just as you guessed: We're selling books for less. VALKRIE BOOKS. Hours 9:00-4:00 all this week.

The Statesman Newspapers
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POPULAR AND CLASSICAL

KING Band Instruments

OAKLEY APPLIANCE & MUSIC CO.

233 N. 10TH

BOISE 364
Brons Climb to Second Place in Loop

Quintet Gives Bearded Davids Rough Battle

Standing strong improvement, the Boise Junior College Broncos hit their winning stride as they collected four wins in their last four starts of scheduled games. Two of the victories being conference games, gave the Broncos a boost in the standings. They now have three wins against three losses, to gain second place in the northern division of the Inter-Mountain Conference.

A sweep of a two-game series January 12 and 13 over the Rick’s Broncos gave the Ricks their two conference wins as they downed the invading Vikings 53-46 and 48-42. Allen Hubinger and Shirlow Wilkerson, both of Rick’s, were honored for their defensive efforts in the first game and Hubinger and Al Williams the second.

The Bronx’ third and fourth wins came January 16 and 17 with 62-54 and 61-34 over the Eastern Oregon Mountaineers from La Grande. Although George Blankley subdued freely in the two games.

January 18 the Broncos were defeated in a close game by the House of David. The beardy guys had little opportunity to break into their routine of tricks until the closing minute of the game as the Boise quintet held them to a 30-26 gain.

Coach Blankley and the team leave for Rexburg, February 2, where they will play the Rick’s Vikings Feb. 3 and 4.

Contest Scheduled

Boise Junior college will take part in the annual Current Affairs contest, sponsored by Time, the weekly news magazine—with prizes as presented by the magazine. The contest will be held on Monday, February 6 at 2:00 p.m. in room 206.

Many junior colleges all over the country will share this year in the intramural competitions, which have developed from successful experiments a number of years ago. In each participating school, a book, valued at $2.00 in value, or a 12-inch world globe will be awarded to the student in each participating academic year who makes the highest score on a comprehensive factual test covering events in the last four years of 1949 with an additional prize for the student making the highest score regardless of class. The test, prepared especially by Alvin C. Kiepich, president of the New York State University, and Elmo C. Wilson, president of International Public Opinion Research, Inc., is not a test of Time itself. So the contest is fair to all news-readers. Each winner will be given the privilege of choosing either the globe prize or a book as desired.

The purpose of the contest was the study of a great dramatic production, recently. Mr. Harfield said it was supposed to be a Psychodrama and Mr. Kinsey—new Delta Phi initiate—swears sure she’ll never have an other part to equal it.

Vic Vet Advises

Some Idaho veterans may find all or part of their share of the forthcoming special dividend payment on National Service Life Insurance deducted because they owe the government money as a result of overpayments on subsistence allowances or other veteran benefits, the Veterans Administration reports.

Approximately 600,000 veterans are currently indebted to the VA for a total of about 70 million dollars. The VA estimated that somewhere between 20 and 30 million of such debts may be collected from the NBLI dividends.

But of the money owed the VA constitutes overpayments on subsistence allowances for veterans taking educational courses or training under the G.I. bill. Other types of indebtedness are overpayments on pension, compensation or readjustment allowances, and losses made good to lenders on defaulted GI loans.

All of the veterans concerned are aware of their indebtedness to the government and know that it is deductible from other VA payments to which they may be entitled, the VA said. A considerable number of veterans are now paying off their indebtedness by having deductions from their monthly checks. When the overpayment is wiped out, as it is with these annual deductions, there will be no further monthly withholding.

In spite of the vast expansion of the Veterans Administration’s hospital facilities during the past four years, the VA is still not able to take care of veterans as fast as they apply, according to a recent VA announcement.

The VA said that in 1945 it had a total of 97 hospitals with 82,000 beds available for the care and treatment of veterans. Since that time the number of VA hospitals has been increased to 139, with beds for 111,000 veteran patients, but there is still not a hospital bed for everyone.

In order to provide for the admission of veterans to VA hospital beds, the VA is giving special consideration to veterans on an equitable basis, the VA said. It has established a series of priorities to screen applicants.

1. Veterans needing emergency treatment are admitted immediately at any VA hospital.

2. Veterans with service-connected disabilities are admitted at high priority.

3. If a veteran’s ailment is not service-connected and it does not require emergency treatment, he must wait until a hospital bed is available. He must also certify that he cannot afford to pay for hospital treatment.

BACH TO BOOGIE FEBRUARY 2-4

SuppLey Store Open

The Supply Store at the Student Union is now open 24 hours a day.

Some records are available at

"4c"
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